


The space shuttle is made out of Quartz, Quartz Pillars, Singhs, Iron 
Bars, Pink Wool, Light Blue Wool,Chests Pistons, Redstone, Polished 
Diorite, Levers, Redstone Lamps, Redstone, Redstone Torches, 
Pistons, White Srained Glass, Item Frames, Wooden Stairs, Armour 
Stands, Jukeboxes, Glowstone, Stone Buttons, Iron Doors, Gray 
Wool, Bookshelfs, Item Frames, Paintings, and Birch Doors. 

The Quartz and Polished Diorite is white so it is very reflective off the 
sun’s rays. The Iron Bars are for the astronauts to pull them self 
around the space shuttle. The Wool is for their sleeping bags and the 
sleeping bags has to be on the wall because if they slept on a bed like 
we do the covers would fall of and they would float up. 

The space station is on mars I costumized the superflat world to be 
the surface of mars it's is red stained clay.

What My Minecraft Shuttle Is Made Out Of



How would NASA get the space shuttle there
NASA would get the space shuttle on Mars by putting big air bags around it like in the video 
Ms. Johnson showed us on the smart board. The air bags would act sort of like airbags but 
make them bounce. NASA would have to have to have a spaceship drop the Space shuttle 
onto mars and then have the space shuttle be tipped over on its side by rovers or the 
spacship.



What Would The Astronauts Do For Liesure In 
My Space Station?
The astronauts can stare out  a window and observe the millions of stars and changing images 
of space. The astronauts could also play an instrument of theirs to if they wanted to. The 
astronauts could listen to music to because there's nothing space dancing in space to your 
favorite toons. They could also whip out the magnetic checker board under the table.



I added some storage chests to store water food and blankets and all of the nessesities they would need 
to live on mars. I made bedrooms and cuboards a table. The astronauts can strap them self into the table 
to plan things and eat with their fellow astronaut friends. The greenhouse is for growing their own food. 
The gray thing in the greenhouse is a big container full of water.





















Any Questions?



Thanks For Listening & Watching! 


